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Background and Introduction:  

 

One of the customers having PowerBuilder application used Ranorex tool to automate around 3000 Testcases, 

over a period of time they had controls identifying issue for the latest version of PowerBuilder which led to 

maintenance issues. They were looking for an alternative testing tool and approached Zeenyx who owns 

AscentialTest™ (AT) Product, known as the Next Generation Management tool which stands as No.1 support 

for PowerBuilder applications. 

 

Zeenyx knew about Matryxsoft Tech’s experience of migrating UFT, TOSCA, Selenium code to AT code and 

also about the migration techniques of Ranorex to AT.  Hence, they recommended the customer to approach us 

for migration of their entire Ranorex Project. 

 

Matryxsoft Tech, an independent software testing company well known for its specialization in Migration and 

localization techniques had analyzed the requirement from the customer and worked towards the same with its 

partner Zeenyx and migrated the Ranorex code to AT code which gave more robust and reliable tests with an 

increased performance. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a detailed understanding on how the migration was successfully 

performed from Ranorex to AT w.r.t to Object Repository, Datatable, Steps/Functions and Tests. 

 

Setup: 

AscentialTest Tool and Project built on Ranorex are the basic requirement for migration. 

 

All the required files are segregated w.r.t to extensions according to the conversion required to AscentialTest. One 

can go right away for the migration with the utilities that are prepared for migration but for a better migration rate, 

it is good to understand the Ranorex architecture and the framework built around for the application under test.  

 

Application Knowledge and the manual flow testcase document will help in fine tuning the migration at a faster 

rate. 

 

 

AppObjects to AppObjects: 

Ranorex Objects are recognized by the identified UI elements are stored in the Object Repository. The 

repository acts as a collection of the recognized objects along with their properties and hierarchical relationships.  

At first all the files related to the app objects are copied and are converted to the AscentialTest AppObjects through 

the conversion utilities created. The conversion utilities handle all the necessary indentation and the syntax 

changes which brings exactly the way AscentialTest requires. The challenges are seen on the indentation of objects 

with multiple properties and some of the attributes which are not exactly the same with AT are handled through 

our utilities and brings them to the AscentialTest AppObjects Format. Please find the example of AppObjects 

conversion as shown in the AT Screenshot. 

 

 



                                                                                                                               
 

Ranorex AppObjects: 

 

AscentialTest AppObjects: 

 

 
 



                                                                                                                               
Challenges: 

 
• Working on indentation on two – three levels and so on.  

• Parent and child object identification in Ranorex AppObjects is quite a challenge. Parent object 

opening tags and child object closing tags are quite similar.               

• It is difficult to transform Ranorex properties into AT Properties. Some Ranorex properties differs from 

AT properties. 

 

Steps to Steps: 

Ranorex functions are written on multiple files that are created w.r.t features or modules. There could be 

‘n’ number of functions with ‘n’ number of parameters which may or may not have return data type. For all the 

functions which returns more than one datatype are kept as a function and the one with no return type or one return 

datatype are converted to steps in AscentialTest. Numerous challenges were faced while migrating the functions 

on the datatypes, parameters, function calls, Subfunction calls, indentation, return datatypes and reading input 

data. All these challenges were successfully handled using the steps and function utilities created by Matryxsoft. 

There are multiple utilities that were written to handle the conversion techniques. With the help of this Utilities, 

we converted Actions of Ranorex functions to AT Steps. A Sample of the Action written in Ranorex is migrated 

to AT as shown in the below picture. 

 

 

Ranorex Steps: 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                               
 

AscentialTest Steps: 

 

Challenges: 

• Indentation of Converting Ranorex Actions to AT Steps is challenging. 

• Handling parameters and function return datatype. 

• Ranorex native methods are not straight forward as AT, hence need to develop own functions/utilities. 

 

Test to Test: 

Creating a Ranorex test involves several functions, including recording test scenarios, enhancing test 

functions, managing the Ranorex Repository, and executing the test. Calling its actions in sequence and every test 

is associated with the inbuilt Datatable by global sheet or external database like Excel and also has its own Setup 

and Teardown. In AscentialTest, we have a concept of AppState that has OnStart and OnFinish which works 

similar way of Ranorex. The challenges faced in the test were related to Function call, Indentation and 

Parametrization. All these were handled by the test utilities that were written by us in order to convert the tests of 

Ranorex to AscentialTest Test format.  The successful transition of the tests is as shown in the below pictures. 

 

 

 
 

 



                                                                                                                               
 

 

Ranorex Test: 

 

AscentialTest Test: 

 



                                                                                                                               
 

Challenges: 

• Indentation of Converting Ranorex Tests to AT Tests is more challenging. 

• Handling parameters. 

• Calling Functions to Step in a sequential Manner along with Parameters 

• Converting and passing the input values from the data table to the test was a challenge. 

 

DataTable to DataTable: 

In Ranorex, inbuilt DataTable is a data structure used to organize and store test data for data-driven 

testing and also has external datatable like Excel. These are converted to AT inbuilt datable using the product Data 

Editor of Zeenyx. This creates a datatable of the same format with the column names and the values. Here in AT 

a unique column is automatically created as “RowID” which enables the test to take different set of parameters 

(Data Testing) input as shown in the example below: 

 

 

Ranorex DataTable: 

 

 

 

AscentialTest DataTable: 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion:  
 

Over years of effort built over Ranorex project which is currently unstable/unreliable to maintain larger tests can 

be migrated quickly and efficiently to AscentialTest using the utilities created by Matryxsoft in a very short span 

of time which improves the performance, reliability and quality of the tests in turn improves the software 

quality, the utmost priority for one and all.  

 

For more information on migrating Ranorex to AT test automation tool. 

Visit Matryxsoft Tech at www.matryxsoft.com. 

 

http://www.matryxsoft.com/

